A thermodynamic-based approach to analyzing a highly solvating polymorphic system: the desolvation window method.
There are two major challenges in developing a solid form: (1) identifying the thermodynamically stable form and (2) determining the method used to crystallize that form. Often experiments performed to address these challenges have different objectives and use separate experimental techniques. The thermodynamically stable form is usually found on small scale, utilizing slurries or crystallizations. Subsequently, a crystallization process is developed to purge impurities and to increase yield and these experiments are typically conducted on medium to large scale (greater than 10 g). Axitinib, a research compound for the treatment of cancer, forms solvates in most solvents to which it is exposed, presenting a problem in discovering and making a desirable anhydrous phase. A method has been developed that will give the best chance of making a thermodynamic stable form of the anhydrous material, necessarily not a desolvated form. This approach relies on solvent mediated transformation (thermodynamic control), rather than crystallization or solid-to-solid phase desolvation (generally kinetic control). Experimental conditions (a desolvation window) to produce an anhydrous solid form for this compound that shows predominance for solvate formation is detailed.